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CORO'S SUNS DISH

Paul Coro's Phoenix Suns' blog appears on azcentral.com. He covers the Suns for The Arizona Republic

The roar of defeat

Suns General Manager Steve Kerr had gone to the Philips Arena visitors locker room to take in the final seconds

of Friday night's game.

Once Amar'e Stoudemire had missed one of two free throws with three seconds to go to give Atlanta a shot to tie

or win, Kerr laid down on a training table on his back and awaited the arena's sound to tell him the outcome.

Roar.

Blowing a big lead never made the Suns hurt this bad. They finally had played tough. They were going to beat a

top team in an ugly way on the road. Their defense was better than good with an effective use of zone.

And, yet, they lost. Now, it's just another game they lost after leading by double digits (three in the past six

games). Now, it's just another road loss (nine in the past ten road games). Now, they are still that inconsistent

team that can't overcome its bad rebounding and disappointing free throw shooting.

"Every loss hurts but this one hurts a little bit more because of how it happened," Grant Hill said. "We just have

to take this loss and get ourselves prepared for the next game. If we compete and play hard like this every night,

more than likely we will win."

The game was won by a point and decided in the final six seconds. But there were several points the Suns could

regret.

Leading 33-21, the bench went from playing great to a couple poor plays that gave Atlanta a 10-0 run, including a

five-point possession when Goran Dragic had a pass up top stolen and committed a clear-path foul, leading to

Hawks free throws, a Jared Dudley defensive three seconds call and a Josh Smith alleyoop. The Suns shook the

quick fold off well but gave up another 11-0 run in the third to fall behind on six consecutive missed shots

(mostly jumpers). Still, they hung tough and the bench's defense put them back ahead to start the fourth,

prompting Gentry to stick with Dragic and Robin Lopez (from out of the rotation to 31 minutes) down the

stretch.

The Suns went from in control with a 93-86 lead to crumbling when Hill missed two jumpers and Jamal

Crawford penetrated on Hill, who was trying to switch before the play started, to set up a Josh Smith dunk.

But again, the Suns shook it off and Hill made a big steal that set up a Dragic fastbreak dunk for the lead.

Stoudemire hit a tough, double-clutch shot in the lane when he went by Al Horford and shot over Josh Smith.

Nash got rid of Joe Johnson guarding him on a switch and overcame Horford stripping him to regather the ball,

drive and draw a foul. He made the free throws. It's 100-96 with 10 seconds to go. At that point, it's hard to lose,

especially when Atlanta missed the next shot.

But Dudley didn't get Smith boxed out and fouled him, putting him on the line with six seconds to go. If Smith

just makes both, the Suns probably get it to Nash to ice the game. Instead, Smith missed the second one in the

worst way -- with a big long carom that came out between Hill and Nash. The team that can't rebound lost the

game because two of its own fought over a rebound. Hill and Nash lost control, squirting the ball out to Crawford

for a layup that made it 100-99 with 3.5 seconds to go.

But, still, the Suns win if they just inbound to Nash. They used their final time out to move the ball to half-court.

With Atlanta switching, Nash backed up first before he was going to make his cut. Hill couldn't wait and went to

Stoudemire, who missed the first of the two free throws. He was 10 of 14 on the night, making him a respectable

75.5 percent on the season but not the 80-plus clips he had been at the past two years. Stoudemire was 5 of 8 at

the line in the fourth quarter.

Even then, the Suns handled the last shot perfectly. Hill grabbed Joe Johnson's jersey to slow him from getting to

where the play was designed to go to him. Dudley made Crawford pull up from 28 feet away with his arms

straight up on him. Gentry said Crawford ranks fourth in the NBA in fourth-quarter points behind Kobe Bryant,

LeBron James  and Tim Duncan. He had nine in Friday's fourth quarter.
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"This is about as tough as it gets," Gentry said. "I thought we did a good job defensively but for some reason a

team that shot 41 percent found a way to beat us. We just couldn't come up with that one play at the end to put

the game away.

 "We played the way we have to to be able to win. It's not every night that somebody's going to make a great shot

like that to beat you. It's not every night that we won't come up with that rebound. It's not every night that we

won't step to the line and make two free throws."

Tweetin' at www.twitter.com/paulcoro
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posted by JerrysKids on Jan 16, 2010 at 12:09 AM

On the Suns final possesion - tell me again how the ball couldn't get inbounded to Nash and why another timeout

wasn't available to run a different play?

Poor effort by Gentry. 

 

 

posted by traumaguy on Jan 16, 2010 at 12:15 AM

 This one hurts. Talk about snakebitten. Hopefully they find a way to utilize this experience.

http://www.aztraumatherapy....

posted by onlyazsports on Jan 16, 2010 at 01:33 AM

 it's getting so predictable I called it after amare missed that free throw.  I said Joe Johnson would come down and

nail a 3 to win it.  oops it was jamal crawford.  my bad.  same stupid suns team can't get a cruical stop and they

choke again under pressure.  what's new?  GO CARDINALS GIVE US SOMETHING TO BELIEVE IN!!!!!

posted by Devilsadvoc8 on Jan 16, 2010 at 09:55 AM

Will someone teach this team how to shoot FTs? There is no excuse for missing that many. This loss should not

have come down to the last 10 seconds, if Suns made half of the FTs they missed.

posted by fan47 on Jan 16, 2010 at 10:46 AM

 

I still think that the missed rebound and subsequent made basket by Crawford was the real

dagger, if not for that, we would not be talking about missed free throws or last second

buzzer beaters. Bad luck just seems to dog this team at times. They played hard all the way

to the end, what a heart breaker.

 

posted by JohnnyGalt on Jan 16, 2010 at 11:05 AM

OOOOh brother, another trip to the Heartbreak Hotel. The Suns will be fine. I know we'vve lost some leads in

other games , but that is a regular occurance in the NBA.  Hubie Brown said last night when the five 20+pt leads

were shown that unless the Suns lost all those leads in the 4th qtr it's not that big of a deal. NBA teams get hot and

cold, much like last night when the Hawks shot 25% in the 1st qtr then 60+% in the 2nd. The Suns will make
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the playoffs and be a team that nobody wants to play.    
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